42 to uncover a mess of ancient relics which will be hidden
away in museums. The whole base of the Acropolis re-
sembles more and more a volcanic crater in which the
loving hands of the archaeologists have laid out -ceme-
teries of art. The-tourist comes and looks down at these
ruins, these scientifically created lava beds, with a moist
eye. The live Greek walks about unnoticed or else is re-
garded as an interloper. Meanwhile the new city ^ of
Athens covers almost the entire valley, is groping its way
up the flanks of the surrounding mountains. For a country
of only seven million inhabitants it is something of a phe-
nomenon, the city of Athens. It is still in the throes of
birth: it is awkward, confused, clumsy, unsure of itself j
it has all the diseases of childhood and some of the mel-
ancholy and desolation of adolescence. But it has chosen
a magnificent site in which to rear itself; in the sunlight
it gleams like a jewel5 at night it sparkles with a million
twinkling lights which seem to be switching on and off
with lightning-like speed. It is a city of Startling atmos-
pheric effects: it has not dug itself into the earth—it floats
in a constantly changing light, beats with a chromatic
rhythm. One is impelled to keep walking, to move on
towards the mirage which is ever retreating. When one
comes to the edge, to the great wall of mountains, the
light becomes even more intoxicating; one feels as if he
could bound up the side of the mountain in a few giant
strides, and then—why then, if one did get to the topj
one would race like mad along the smooth spine and jump
dear into the sky, one dear headlong flight into 'the blue
and Amen forever. Along the Sacred Way, from Daphni
to the sea, I was on the jfoint of madness, several times.
I actually did start running up the hillside only to stop
midway, terror-stricken, wondering what had taken pos-
session of me. On one side are stones and shrubs which
stand out with microscopic clarity; on the other are trees

